
Meeting Notes Saxon Hall Working Party 

14 June 2018 

Present: Cllr Wilkes, Cllr Levell, Cllr Howell 

Apologies Cllr N Beck 

A summary of the reserves held for Saxon Hall was noted: 

 Total Expected Total Received Awaited 

RPC (Saxon Hall) £16,792.00 £16,792.00  

RPC (Open Spaces) £21,349.00 £21,349.00  

West End £65,000.00 £65,000.00  

Darsdale £131,000.00  £131,000* 

RTC Reserves £16,179.00 £16,179.00  

TOTAL  £250,320.00 £119,320 £131,000 

 

*It was noted that the S106 contribution from Darsdale will be triggered on the 50th occupation. 

There are currently 38 houses occupied on the site. 

It was noted that the following works had previously been proposed: 

 

Saxon Hall Internal Works 
Improving Link from Saxon 

Hall/Brook Street 

new flooring throughout remodel steps close to millennium gate 

new ceilings throughout remodel Evelyn walk archway 

Replace partitions with acoustic partitions lighting to steps on Evelyn walk 

"curtain rail"/poles for drapes in halls external paths 

remodel kitchens / remove current office Saxon Hall External Works 

remodel coffee bar rooms 2 and 3 
Rebuild Porch and create new 

entrance 

redecoration throughout new office space at front of building 

toilets (new partitions) 

new internal doors 

new lighting throughout 

Air conditioning 

IT - Projector/Audio 

new windows? (not s106 funds) 

install windows in hall 2 



The group considered whether or not works should be commenced before receipt of the 

contribution from Darsdale. 

Factors considered included: 

• If works are carried out on a piecemeal basis then Saxon Hall may be closed on more than 

one occassion. 

• Customers require some certainty as to when closures will take place. 

• If works are carried out on a piecemeal basis then careful consideration would need to be 

given to ensuring that work was carried out in a suitable sequential order, so that the work 

did not need to be carried out twice. 

• It was agreed that there was no absolute certainty around when the contribution from 

Darsdale would become due/ paid (or even if it the requisite number of homes would be 

completed) 

It was agreed that any work around improving the link from Saxon Hall/Brook Street and external 

works, such as rebuilding of porch/entrance and creation of new office space could be completed 

in isolation with minimal disruption to customers. 

A walk around of the site took place and the following external works were proposed for further 

investigation and costing: 

Pathways 

1) Path from Evelyn Walk to Town Hall, extend path with crazy paving to meet the steps and 

install a handrail on steps (handrail to be end nearest Millenium Gate) 

2) All paths around Saxon Hall to be repaired and laid with golden gravel 

3) Archway from car park to Saxon Hall to be repaired 

4) Path from archway to Saxon Hall to be repaired. 

5) 3 trees to be removed on pathway from arch to SH (identify on tree survey) 

6) Path 2 from car park to be removed and relaid to grass 

Steps from Brook Street to Evelyn Walk 

7) Install archway at Brook Street end (wrought iron) 

8) Install further lighting (in wall?) 

9) Handrail (paint in hammerite) 

Saxon Hall 

10) Rebuild porch/entrance 

11) Create office space 

The group agreed that the clerk should meet with local architects and obtain quotes for the 

architectural drawings for a new entrance/office space and the submission of the relevant 

planning application. 

Recommendation 

That it be delegated to the Clerk in consultation with the working group to appoint an 

architect to submit a planning application for the creation of a new entrance area /office 

space. 


